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Problem statement
•

Similar information can be expressed (“paraphrased”) in many different ways.

•

Major stumbling block for robust NLP applications,

•

Automatic detection of semantic overlap between sentences could improve
–
–
–
–
–

(Multidocument) Summarization: less redundancy
QA, IE, IR: improved recall
Intelligent document merging
Recognizing textual entailments (RTE)
...
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Detecting and Exploiting Semantic Overlap
•

Resources exist on the word level (e.g., Wordnet, Cornetto), but are mostly
lacking for more complex phrases.

•

The Stevin Daeso project (2006 - 2009) intends to fill this gap.

•

Development of:
– Resources: a Dutch parallel corpus
– Tools for annotating the corpus and for detecting semantic overlap
– Application to primarily summarization, but also to QA and IE

•

Collaboration between Tilburg University (Erwin Marsi, Emiel Krahmer),
Antwerp University (Iris Hendrickx, Walter Daelemans), Amsterdam
University (Maarten de Rijke) and Textkernel (Jakub Zavrel).
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Where are we now?
•

Resources
– Manual annotation (500K) + data processing finished
– Automatic annotation (500K) at the end of the project

•

Tools
– Annotation tools finished
– Sentence alignment + fusion tools in progress

•

Applications
– Development of summarization tools and evaluation platform finished
– First experiments have been performed, more to follow.
– Plans to look at duplicate detection (instead of QA).
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Self-evaluation
•

Daeso will fulfill its goals: to produce a rich data-collection, useful tools, new
insights in applications.

•

IPR is completely settled.

•

Extra work: Pycornetto, BOF multidocument summarization corpus

•

Some tasks took more time than planned (corpus collection, automatic
overlap detector), but we foresee no problems in finishing the project.

•

We will not be able to exhaust all research possibilities (especially wrt
applications).

•

Follow up research after DAESO is finished (Sander Wubben - UvT, Katja
Filipova - EML).
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